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Abstract

Centrifugal compressor machinery is subject to a potentially damaging phenomenon called surge at low

mass flow rates. This effect may be preceded by a phenomena known as inlet recirculation — a flow re-

versal upstream of the impeller. A methodology to isolate inlet recirculation as a characteristic feature

for monitoring of centrifugal compressor instability is presented in this study. The methodology is based

on a nonparametric time series analysis technique called as singular spectrum analysis (SSA). SSA decom-

poses a signal into a number of Reconstructive Components (RCs), from which data trends and oscillatory

components may be extracted. The frequency spectra of each RC and their relative contributions to the re-

construction of the original signal were examined and comparisons were made with spectral maps in existing

literature. Individual and independent RCs were chosen to construct a compressor’s instability monitoring

system. Additionally, the performance of SSA was determined by the Window length parameter. The effect

of modification of this parameter was also studied, and the various viable choices of component for the basis

of inlet recirculation diagnosis were considered. The methodology was implemented in pressure dynamical

signals measured in an experimental centrifugal compressor rig. High frequency pressure measurements were

taken at a number of flow conditions and locations within the compressor. The results demonstrated the po-

tential of a methodology based on SSA to identify and extract oscillatory components with information about

the local effect of inlet recirculation and eventually successfully monitor centrifugal compressor’s instability.

Keywords: Singular Spectrum Analysis, Inlet Recirculation, Surge, Centrifugal Compressors, Condition

Monitoring, Flow instability

1. Introduction

Centrifugal compressors are susceptible to unstable phenomena at low mass flow rates [1]. Surge, as

discussed by Gravdahl and Egeland, is the most dangerous of these effects [2]. Rotating stall is also known

to occur in centrifugal impellers, but its character, according to De Jager [3] is more local. Surge was first

studied by Emmons [4], a mathematical model of surge in axial compressors was developed by Greitzer5
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[5] and was successfully applied to centrifugal impellers by Hansen [6]. The Greitzer model includes the

compressing system consisting of the compressor (simulated by means of the flow channel), outlet network

(simulated by means of the large pressure vessel named as the plenum), and the outlet valve (simulated by

means of the flow channel). The inlet piping was not included in the original model as the surge develops in

the plenum [5]. The experimental studies of the influence of the inlet network have indeed shown that the10

inlet piping has much smaller importance. It does, however, slightly affect the oscillation amplitude [7] and

the surge line position [8].

Compressor pressure ratio reaches a maximum near and within the so-called surge margin. The machine,

however, must not operate in this area in order to avoid potentially damaging severe flow oscillation [2].

Botros and Henderson went on to survey various proposed anti-surge systems and divided them into three15

groups [9]. Classic anti-surge systems impose limited operation range based on the surge margin to keep

the machine away from this dangerous condition. This induces a significant limit to the operating range.

Moreover, the limit itself is often based on theoretical estimation [10] or difficult experimental techniques

[11]. The active anti-surge methods often deployed mechanical systems, such as valves or movable vanes,

to suppress the surge [12, 13]. According to Gravdahl [14], one of the promising solutions involved a close-20

coupled valve as was proposed by Simon et al [15]. These systems allow the machine to operate in the region

which is not available with passive techniques. This, however, comes with a price of additional necessary

infrastructure that needs to be configured and maintained. The investigations outlined in this work aimed

to identify a system that could supply a control system with information indicative of proximity to surge

by means of identifying instabilities that might occur before surge. Botros and Henderson [9] named this25

class of protection schemes as protection and control anti-surge system. Systems of this kind could give a

good ratio between large operating infrastructure and costs (active systems) and substantial losses in the

operating range (passive systems).

’Protection and Control’ anti-surge systems are as good as their reliability in identifying proximity to

surge. This information might come from local unstable flow structures that appear prior to the surge.30

Inlet recirculation was proven to be efficient in this role [16]. Instability of this kind has been also detected

in centrifugal compressors prior to more severe phenomena such as the surge or the rotating stall [17, 18].

According to previous studies, the inlet recirculation has a very distinctive pressure signature. It generates a

region of increased average static pressure with its short and chaotic drops. The frequency domain analysis

does not reveal any dominating frequencies. The phenomenon induced noise in wide frequency spectrum35

[16] and increment of the average static pressure in the recirculation zone [19]. Numerical study of this

phenomenon allowed to form hypothesis making connection between the braodband noise and the inlet

recirculation: the radial thickess of the recirculation zone is varying in time in a non-periodic manner. When

it’s thin enough, the high pressure zone disappears [19] and the pressure drop is observed [20]. Due to its

very particular features, the inlet recirculation is already used in different configurations of the anti-surge40

system [21, 22].
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One of the most important aspects of monitoring and controlling a dynamical system is to select character-

istic features that are sensitive to any changes of the defined normal conditions. Therefore, selecting features

that could be used to alert, in advance, the presence of instability are of interest for real-time monitoring

of centrifugal compressors. Then, techniques that are able to separate and and eventually isolate particular45

features from dynamical signals of physical quantities will potentially support reliable and robust condition

monitoring systems. Investigating the changes in the dynamic pressure measurements has demonstrated

good results in detecting surge onset in compressing machines [23]. This was done by gradually decreasing

the mass flow rate to identify any change in the measured dynamical signals. The measured signals are

generally noise and this can mask the characteristic features, therefore some signal processing techniques50

might be conducted. For instance, Bulot et al. applied low-pass filter or [24] Lawless et al. [25] a band-pass

filter. These techniques are successful but they require a prior information, for instance knowledge about the

particular frequency range of interest. Alternatively, there have been other studies where a fixed throttling

valve was set to analyse the frequency spectrum at particular working condition. This allow the study on the

performance of the compressing machine by comparing the different frequency spectres at different working55

conditions as shown in [26]. The analysis demonstrated the complexity of unstable flow structures on the

frequency spectra and the need for tools to alleviate this information and easing the interpretation of the

instabilities. Other approaches that have been implemented are the use of time-frequency analysis such as

continuous wavelet transform (CWT) as presented in [27] where the identification of rotating stall was found

to start near the impeller leading edge. The CWT has been used in the same compressing unit used in this60

work for analysing the surge onset [28]. The result demonstrated that local instabilities were successfully

detected in the range of 300-1000Hz namely inlet recirculation presented as a broadband noise and non

observable periodic peaks as also was found in [29, 23]. The results of the CWT depends on the selection

of the mother wavelet as well as the resolution in time and frequency domain. [30]. The surge peak was

clearly noticeable with this method, but early flow instabilities proceeding surge were resulting in a weak65

peak of not-constant amplitude. Recently the use of Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [31] has been

investigated in order to decompose the measured dynamical signal in independent components and hence

investigate the presence of instabilities in each intrinsic mode.

Methodologies based on singular value decomposition (SVD) [32, 33] have demonstrated to be good

candidates for these applications. It is, therefore, worth inspecting whether this methods can extract the70

features of the inlet recirculation. Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) is a nonparametric modification of the

Principal Component Analysis for non-independent variables such as time series. The basics of SSA is to

decompose time series by means of trend and different oscillatory components. The caterpillar method of

SSA was used, as described by Golyandina et al [34]. This version of SSA emphasized the separability of the

various Reconstructed Components (RCs) generated [35].75

Initial uses of SSA were climatological and sociological. Trends were extracted from time series of weather

parameters by Ghil et al [36]. SSA has been also been compared with CWT and EMD in multiannual time
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series in coastal transitional waters. The study compares the advantages and limitations of each method.

The study concludes that SSA performs the best as it adds also good feature extraction when the measured

signals are incomplete. However, it is also discussed the value of combining the methods depending on the80

nature of the analysis as each method could complement to each other [37]. Mechanical applications of SSA

have examined periodic vibration in complex dynamical systems [38] and a modified version to be applied

in the frequency spectrum responses for structural health monitoring of wind turbine blades [39].

The resolution of the signal decomposition performed by SSA, expressed by the number of components

obtained, was governed by the so-called Window Length. Leles at al expressed the effect of modification of85

this parameter as separability [40]. The study presented in this manuscript is a continuation of work carried

out by Garcia et al, where SSA was used to study static pressure measurements from a centrifugal compressor

experiment [41, 42]. Garcia et al noted that the the total pressure ratio across the compressor dropped in

the region of inlet recirculation, it was thought that identification and avoidance of this phenomenon would

allow for optimal operation of the studied compressor. Therefore, SSA is a good candidate for this type of90

analysis as it is important to isolate independent components that correspond to identified characteristics

for better understanding of the performance of the compressing unit. This work has proven the viability of

condition monitoring based on SSA, through identification of the contribution of each obtained component to

the reconstruction of the signal. It was hypothesised that inlet recirculation could be isolated and extracted

from the original signal by the use of SSA.95

Therefore with this study is attempted to use inlet recirculation as an indicator of the surge inception

which was already observed in this experimental rig [16, 28]. These studies identified a particular region

in the frequency spectra that increases in amplitude when inlet recirculation appears. This phenomenon

is analysed with the mentioned non-parametric method, Singular Spectrum Analysis. The aim of study is

to analyze whether SSA can be used for extraction of the signal associated with the inlet recirculation and100

hence use this portion of the signal as a potential characteristic feature for condition monitoring. The study

also aims to provide a wider analysis of the factors influencing the SSA methodology in the application to

the pressure signals.

To this end, the work presented in the manuscript is organised as follows: first a methodology is presented

to investigate the capabilities of SSA for monitoring centrifugal compressor’s instability. The experimental105

set up with a description of the test rig and the data acquisition campaign is presented. The results

and discussion section is divided in three main sections: (i) The study of the information included in

each independent reconstructive components. (ii) The study of pressure spectral maps to identify the inlet

recirculation phenomena at different working conditions. (iii) The study of the methodology performance

for different parameters. Finally the conclusions of the study are presented to define the limitations of the110

method and future research ideas.
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2. Methodology

The methodology proposed for decomposing pressure dynamical signals measured in a centrifugal com-

pressor into a set of independent oscillatory components is based on Singular Spectrum Analysis technique.

This permits to isolate and/or reconstruct some components of the original signal for better understanding115

of the phenomena and for extracting characteristic features for successful condition monitoring of centrifugal

compressors. The main steps of the conventional SSA are embedding, decomposition and reconstruction

(grouping and diagonal averaging) are presented in the following sections. SSA was performed according to

the technique prescribed by [34, 43].

2.1. Data collection and embedding120

A dynamical pressure signal is measured and discretised into a vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN where

N is the length of the vector signal. A trajectory matrix is constructed through horizontal concatenation of

a series of lagged vectors. These lagged vectors were derived from the original vector signal, x according to

the parameter L, window length defined as 1 < L ≤ N/2. Thereby, a trajectory matrix X is constructed

with a Hankel form and dimension [L×K] where K = N − L+ 1.125

X =



x1 x2 x3 · · · xK

x2 x3 x4 · · · xK+1

x3 x4 x5 · · · xK+2

...
...

...
. . .

...

xL xL+1 xL+2 · · · xN


(1)

2.2. Decomposition

The next step is the decomposition of the trajectory matrix X. An equivalent solutions is obtained with

the eigenvalue decomposition of the squared matrix S = XXt with dimension [L × L] where [·]t represents

transpose. Therefore, this decomposition achieves a set of eigenvalues in decreasing order (λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤

· · · ≤ λL) and their corresponding eigenvectors (u1,u2, . . .uL) of S. Thus, the decomposition of S leads to

individual components where the sum of all of them results in the original trajectory matrix X defined in

Eq. (1) as X = X1 + X2 + · · ·+ Xi + · · ·+ XL. Each individual component is defined as

Xi =
√
λiuiv

t
i (2)

where

vi =
Xtui√
λi

(3)

As seen in Eq.(2), each individual matrix component Xi is defined by its corresponding eigentriple set

(
√
λi,ui,vi) of the singular vector decomposition of X. Finally, the Principal Components (PCs) vectors
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are obtained by projecting the trajectory matrix onto the eigenvectors as follows

pi = Xtui =
√
λivi (4)

2.3. Reconstruction130

Each individual component matrix Xi contains particular information of the original trajectory matrix

X and hence each one contributes more or less towards the reconstruction of X. Additionally, it can be

added that each Xi correspond to its own eigentriple. As the eigenvalues λi are in decreasing order, the

first individual component matrices contributes more than the last individual component matrices. These

individual component matrices can be grouped to reconstruct a portion of the trajectory matrix but they135

can be also used individually to investigate the information included in each individual component matrix.

In order to reconstruct each individual component, it is needed to convert the individual component

matrices by diagonal averaging. Let ym,n−m+1 be an element of an individual component matrix Xi. Then,

the Reconstructive Components (RC) corresponding to this individual component matrix Xi are calculated

as follows140

rin =



1

n

∑n
m=1 ym,k−m+1 1 ≤ n ≤ L

1

L

∑L
m=1 ym,k−m+1 L ≤ n < K

1

N − n+ 1

∑L
m=n−K+1 ym,k−m+1 K ≤ n < N

(5)

To this end, L independent RCs are obtained by the decomposition of a vector signal x. Therefore, the

original vector signal x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN is now decomposed into a set of reconstructive components

Γx for independent examination as shown in Eq. 6.

x = Γx = r1 + r2 + · · ·+ rL =

L∑
i=1

ri (6)

2.4. Feature Extraction

The nature of the decomposition and the relationship between each component with physical flow features145

was of interest, therefore all L RCs were independently examined. It was hypothesised that an individual RC

could be associated with inlet recirculation. An optimised SSA process would only subject this identified RC

to diagonal averaging, but in this investigation all PCs were converted to RCs and studied. The nature of

each RC changed with L and this effect on the potential outcomes of the SSA decomposition was considered

in detail in section 4.3.150

As mentioned in the introduction, inlet recirculation is a phenomenon that may occur immediately prior

to surge. Therefore, monitoring only the RC (or RCs) that contains the oscillations of the inlet recirculation

will enhance a continuous monitoring of this phenomena. Thus, the measured vector signal will be cleaner and
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only relevant information will be retained. This will give an indication of compressor’s instability proximity

and eventually an early detection of surge will be accomplished with better reliability.155

Let Γx be a set of independent RCs of x. Select an independent component rI or a set of components

within Γx to define rI having information about inlet recirculation. The independent RCs were transformed

to the frequency domain by means of the Fourier transform, RI in order to ease the identification of the

appropriate RCs.

Then, the the root-mean-square (RMS) is computed in RI as shown in Eq. (7).160

rIRMS =

√√√√ 1

N2

N∑
n=1

|RIn|2 (7)

Now the RMS values of RI can be used as metric for monitoring centrifugal compressor instability.

Relative large values of RMS are present in pressure signals with large amplitude and hence they are closer

to unstable working conditions. On the other hand, relative small values of RMS are obtained in measured

pressure signals working in stable conditions.

To this end, a methodology to monitor the instability of centrifugal compressors based on inlet recircu-165

lation is defined and summarised in the following steps:

1. Measure a pressure dynamical signal and discretised it in a vector signal.

2. Decompose the vector signal into a set of RCs.

3. Identify the RC/RCs that might have information about the inlet recirculation and compute its RMS.

4. Use the relative RMS’s values to monitor the working conditions of the centrifugal compressor.170

3. Test rig

This study was conducted on the low-speed single stage centrifugal blower DP1.12. Figure 1 presents

the cross-section of the blower and position of two considered measuring points. Descriptions in the figure

correspond to: A - inlet pipe, B - Witoszynski nozzle, C - impeller, D - vaneless diffuser, E - volute, F

- outlet pipe. The most important stand dimensions are listed in the table 1. The rotor was driven by175

an asynchronous AC motor with the rotational speed frot = 100Hz. The nominal flow rate was equal to

ṁn = 0.75kg
s , where the pressure ratio was equal to π = 1.08 , the dimensionless mass flow rate coefficient

φ = 1.4 and TOAn = 32%. The choice of the test stand was influenced by two factors. Firstly, this low-speed

blower is safe to operate in the surge for certain time. Secondly, this setting is well examined [16] hence the

results of current analysis could be easily associated with the known machine conditions. Figure 2 presents180

the performance curve of the blower. Four measurement points were affected by the back flow coming from

the inlet recirculation (marked with dark-blue points). This affected the mass-flow measurement accuracy,

hence those points are displayed for information only. The performance curve fit was made based on the

square data points.
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Table 1: Table of most important dimensions of the test rig

Parameter Notation Value

Inlet pipe diameter Din 300mm
Rotor inlet diameter at hub D1h 86.3mm
Rotor inlet diameter at shroud D1s 126mm
Rotor inlet span b1 38.9mm
Rotor outlet diameter D2 330mm
Rotor outlet span b2 14.5mm
Diffuser outlet diameter D3 476mm
Rotational frequency frot 100Hz
Impeller tip speed u2 103m

s
Number of blades z 23
Blade Passing frequency fBP 2.3kHz
Valve position at nominal conditions TOAn 32%

Table 2: Working regimes identified in this compressor.

TOA Stability Gauges Name

TOA > 27% stable all nominal work
TOA ∈ (17%, 27%) locally unstable inlet inlet recirculation
TOA ∈ (10%, 17%) unstable all transient phase
t < 10% unstable all deep surge

(a)

ps-out

ps-imp1

(b)

Figure 1: Experimental rig. (a) Picture of the experimental rig. (b) Cross-section of experimental rig with relevant pressure

transducer locations and dimensions. [41]

.

3.1. Data collection procedure185

Subminiature Kulite transducers were used to measure static and total pressures of the flow at various

points. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of these transducers. Sensor ps-imp1 was of particular interest, as

it was upstream of the impeller tip, where recirculatory flow was detected [16]. Outlet measurements, at

ps-out, where the local phenomenon of inlet recirculation was absent, were used as the basis of a comparison.

Each sensor gathered 221 = 2097152 samples collected at a frequency of 100kHz.190

A throttling valve at the outlet allowed for flow rate control, which was quantified by the Throttle Opening
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Area (TOA), expressed as a percentage. Measurements were taken at 1 percent increments of TOA, with an

adequate settling time to eliminate transient phenomena associated with throttling.

y = -0,0921x2 + 0,1161x + 1,0427 
1,02

1,03

1,04

1,05
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1,07
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Figure 2: The performance curve of the centrifugal blower used in this study.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Frequency spectra of individual reconstructive components195

The frequency spectra of individual RCs were obtained by a Fourier transform. The rationale of this

study examined the frequency domain behaviour of the various components obtained by the SSA decom-

position. Parallel plots of a range of RCs were generated in order to elucidate the nature of the decomposition.

Initial investigations were performed with the aim of demonstrating the ability of SSA to break down200

a signal into a number of components. The behaviour of this process was to be studied by parallel plots

of frequency spectra. A single throttle position, TOA = 22%, was chosen, and the pressure signals were

measured in the sensor location, ps-imp1. This was the operating point at which inlet recirculation was most

prominent, and therefore was of greatest interest to this study. Sample window lengths were chosen such

that the variable performance of SSA could be displayed at L = 10, 50 and 200. The frequency spectra of 10205
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reconstructed components were plotted in parallel, so as to ensure the clarity of the plots while capturing a

sufficient portion of the full signal.

Fig. 3a shows the first of these parallel plots, with a window length of L = 10. This plot shows how SSA

decomposes the signal into a number of components equal to the window length - in this case a full decom-210

position is shown. Here the original signal could be reconstructed by the summation of all ten components.

It was noted that the majority of the original frequency spectrum was contained within RC 1, this was a

direct result of the process of eigenvector ordering described in section 2.2. Inlet recirculation is responsible

for a broadband of oscillation at around 1000 Hz at ps-imp1 [16], most prominently at TOA = 22%. This

phenomena can be clearly seen as a band of high frequencies in RC 1. This first component also contained215

the majority of lower frequency oscillations such as the impeller rotational frequency f rot = 100 Hz and the

blade passing frequency, fBP = 2.3 kHz. It is important to reflect that after the decomposition, each RC will

contain different information about the original signal by means of dynamical variability content labelled

by their corresponding eigenvalues. If the purpose of the analysis is to reconstruct the original signal with

a certain level of approximation, then eigenvalues can be used to estimate the desired number of RCs for220

the reconstruction; as seen in a study considering the same compressor unit [41]. On the other hand, if the

analysis is to isolate a particular signature of the original signal as in this study, then it is important to

interrogate the frequency spectral decomposition as shown in 3 and the spectral maps as discussed in section

4.2.

225

The potential applicability of SSA at this window length was unclear - the discarding of RCs 2-10 would

have a limited effect on the original signal, and any flow phenomena contained within these components

would be of practically negligible importance. All flow features of interest were embedded within RC 1 -

SSA had limited ability to isolate particular phenomena. It was, therefore, concluded that selection of a

higher window length would be required to optimally utilise SSA.230

The window length was increased to L = 50, as plotted in Fig. 3b 10 RCs were represented in the

plot, for purposes of clarity and comparison, but it should be remembered that the original signal was now

discomposed into a total of 50 RCs. This window length was used in previous studies [41, 42] because it

corresponded to a frequency close to the blade passing frequency, over which there was no significant energy235

in the Fourier spectrum. Therefore this was an obvious choice for the next investigative step. By comparison

of Figs. 3a and 3b, the effect of window length modification was clear. It was now seen that increasing the

number of components into which the signal was discomposed resulted in a diminished fraction of the original

spectrum captured in RC 1. This caused an increased apparent importance of RCs 2-10, as expressed by the

range and magnitude of the frequencies contained therein. The increased importance of RCs 2 and 3 was of240

particular interest, with these components giving a clear representation of inlet recirculation. This effect is
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not entirely captured by either component, but it was envisaged how analysis of, for example, RC 2 could

allow indication of flow instability. This informed subsequent attempts to demonstrate the variation in RC 2

with throttle position, as in section 4.2 and section 4.3 . The blade passing frequency fBP was seen to shift

to RC 3 at this new window length. Unlike inlet recirculation, responsible for a broad band of oscillation, it245

was postulated that this point phenomenon could be entirely isolated at a sufficiently high window length.

Finally, a window length of L = 200 was chosen to investigate the effect on the decomposition behaviour,

quadrupling the number of RCs and further decreasing the dominant stature of RC 1, at the expense of

increased computational demand. Fig. 3c shows the effect of this inflated window length selection. RC 1 has250

diminished in importance to such a point where almost no oscillation indicative of recirculation is contained

within. This component now exclusively captured the lowest, generally higher magnitude frequencies present

in the original data. The relative significance of RCs 2-10 was seen to increase, although it should be noted

that while the inlet recirculation has effectively been removed from RC 1, it was now spread across a wider

range of components. RC 2, promising at L = 50, now captured phenomenon below the frequency at which255

the inlet recirculation was most prominent. The blade passing frequency, fBP, was shifted from RC 3 to RC

10. These outcomes demonstrated how higher frequency components generally appeared in higher RCs with

an increasing window length. It seemed that RC 9 would be a better indicator of the recirculation than RC

2 at L = 200; this is further discussed in section 4.3.

(a) TOA = 22%, L = 10 (b) TOA = 22%, L = 50 (c) TOA = 22%, L = 200

Figure 3: Frequency Spectra of RCs 1-10 at the upstream of the impeller (ps-imp1) for different window lengths

4.2. Pressure spectral maps260

It was now thought necessary to demonstrate the variation in behaviour of the decomposed components

with throttle position. A method was derived from [16], where frequency spectra were represented at the

full range of throttle positions in so-called spectral map. A window length of L = 50 was chosen for these

plots, since L = 10 was ruled out in section 4.1 and L = 200 was a large value of window length and it

requires a significant computational demand unneeded for the demonstration of the purpose of this analysis.265

A logarithmic pressure amplitude scale and a sampling frequency of 100kHz was replicated in these plots in
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order to encourage a more valuable comparison process. Throttle position was limited from 5% <TOA< 40%

in this study, where instability at low flow rates was of particular interest. The computational demand

induced by the abundance of data plotted was tempered by limiting the signal length to 1 million samples

such a limitation did not produce any divergence with the full signal plotted in [16].270

(a) ps-out (b) ps-imp1

Figure 4: Pressure spectral maps of the raw signals at the outlet and at the upstream of the impeller

RC 1 was plotted according to this method at both sensor locations, outlet ps-out and upstream of the

impeller ps-imp1 as in Fig. 5 . Outlet measurements, wherein the inlet recirculation was absent, were provided

so as to convey the local character of the phenomenon around which this research was focused.

(a) ps-out (b) ps-imp1

Figure 5: Pressure spectral maps of RC 1, 5% < TOA < 40% at the outlet and at the upstream of the impeller

It was previously established that RC 1 contained the great majority of the data in the original signal.
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This was confirmed by comparison between figures 4 and 5 where the full signal can be compared to the275

relative contribution of RC 1. The above figures were effectively identical within the first 1000Hz of the

original signal, with higher frequencies captured by components 2 and above, as was expected from analysis

of Fig. 3. The appearance of the deep surge, manifest as a frequency peak at 10.8 Hz at lower TOAs was seen

at both sensor locations this was representative of the global character of the deep surge. This frequency

was approximately predicted by calculation of the Helmholtz frequency, fH = 11.5 Hz which is a theoretical280

surge frequency [44] predicted by the Greitzer model [5], where the internal volume of the experimental

compressor rig was treated as a Helmholtz resonator. This technique for predicting the resonance at deep

surge was suggested in [10] and appeared to provide a reasonable approximation of the resonant frequency.

RC 2 offered a promising spectrum for the detection of the recirculation in Fig. 3b and it was thought that285

showing how this component developed with throttle position could provide useful insight into the function of

SSA. This phenomenon was identified as an area of high frequency (∼1000 Hz) pressure oscillation at 17% <

TOA < 27%. It had been established from Fig. 3b that the inlet recirculation was partially captured by RC

1, and this was confirmed through inspection of Fig. 5b. No such region was seen at the outlet, where some

indication of instability appeared at TOA = 17% but this was attributed to the transient phase appearing290

prior to the surge. The clear peak of the deep surge can be noticed around TOA = 11%. Comparison with

Fig. 4 however, showed that the limitation of RC 1 to capture higher frequencies meant that much of the

area identified as being indicative of the inlet recirculation was absent; it was thought this would be captured

by RC 2, as shown in Fig. 6.

(a) ps-out (b) ps-imp1

Figure 6: Spectral maps of RC 2, 5% < TOA < 40% at the outlet and at the upstream of the impeller

Fig. 6 shows RC 2 subjected to the spectral map plotting method. The logarithmic colour bar allowed295

RC 2 to be represented at the same scale as RC 1, but the great difference in magnitude should be noted.
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The appearance of the inlet recirculation at TOA = 26% was clear in Fig. 6b this was marginally later

than was seen in RC 1. It could be suggested that RC 1 captured the inlet recirculation at a higher TOA

due to the pressure oscillation at the onset of this feature occurring within the range of frequencies generally

captured by RC 1. As this feature increased in prominence it was manifest as a broader band in the frequency300

spectra and RC 2 was required to reproduce this oscillation. The indication of the inlet recirculation with

RC 2 is, however, much more clear as the phenomenon is isolated from the background. Again there was

some instability appearing within the region of the transient phase at ps−out as shown in Fig. 6a, but no

indication of the inlet recirculation, as was expected.

305

4.3. SSA-based methodology parameter selection and its effects

4.3.1. Effect of the Window length

The selection of the window length is data and analysis dependent. In general, the rationale on the

selection of the window length is to decompose the input data into a certain number of independent and

interpretable reconstructive components. One method that has been proposed to select an appropriate win-310

dow length is a statistical test based on auto-correlation coefficient and it has been used in several studies

[45, 46, 47]. The principal is to select a window length equal to the number of lags that define the corre-

lation length when the auto-correlation coefficient is zero. This will set a certain number of reconstructive

components, which can be considered to be linearly independent. A selection of a window length near any

zero-crossing of the auto-correlation function will then be a potential candidate. The number of reconstructed315

components into which the input signal is decomposed is governed by the window length and depends on

the desired type of analysis. In order to characterize how effectively flow features can be separated by this

decomposition, the weighted correlation has been proposed as a metric [48]. This is very useful when a partial

reconstruction of the original signal is required and thus provides an indication of the number of required

RCs. In this study, the intent is to isolate the effect of the inlet recirculation in a single and independent RC.320

As discussed in previous studies [23, 29], the inlet recirculation is presented as a broadband noise, therefore

having well-separated RCs that decompose the oscillations is not of interest when the entire effect of inlet

recirculation is to be isolated. In this study, a tailored performance analysis has been conducted to identify

which will be the best window length for RC2 and RC9, as were found to be good candidates for the isolation

characterisation of inlet recirculation as shown in Figure 3.325

The potential for the isolation of the inlet recirculation by the use of SSA-technique had been established

in previous sections. Further investigation of the parameters governing the performance of SSA and the

proposition of the basis of a monitoring system was now necessary. RC 2 had been established as a offering

a strong potential for the basis of condition monitoring of the instability of the system, emphasised through

examination of Fig.6b. The resolution of the SSA decomposition was known to be governed by the window330

length. The effect of window length modification on RC 2 was, therefore, to be now considered. The
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RMS of the extracted component was used as an indicator of the instability of the flow, with a maximum

magnitude at TOA = 22%, the point at which the instability representative of the inlet recirculation was

most prominent. This was to be compared to a stable flow regime at TOA = 30%. These choices can

be understood by reference to Fig. 6b. The performance of various window lengths were to compared as335

presented in Fig. 7a, where window length was plotted against the relative difference between reference and

recirculation conditions, thereby demonstrating the variation in the ability of RC 2 to indicate recirculation.
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Figure 7: Window length optimisation

The optimal window length for the clearest possible diagnosis of inlet recirculation by inspection of RC

2 could be obtained from inspection of Fig. 7a. It appeared that the point at which there was greatest dif-

ference between reference and recirculation conditions was at approximately L = 80. This was comparable340

to the window length of 50 used to generate the promising spectral maps in Fig. 5 and 6 and selected in

previous studies on this test rig [41, 42]. This also confirms the validity of a known practice for the SVD

method, where a window length is chosen approximate to the blade passing frequency [32]. The performance

of this window length was not unexpected from examination of parallel plots of frequency spectra, where at

L = 10, RC 1 almost entirely dominated the decomposition. This was similar to the effect of an inadequate345

window length presented by Komatsubara et al. [33]. On the other side at L = 200 the recirculation was

captured by a broad range of higher components as shown in Figure 3c

It would seem that a monitoring system could be based on these choices of window length and RC, but it

must be remembered that the nature of the decomposition changed with window length, and that RC 2 will350

not continue to be the best choice of component at higher values of L. This can be understood by reference

to Fig. 3c, where various RCs were plotted at a window length of 200. In this plot it was clear that RC 2

does not capture frequencies in the range of the recirculation and that a better choice of component for the
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basis of a monitoring system would be RC 9, for example. It was, therefore, thought necessary to investigate

the possibility of RC 9 as a basis for a control system, first by obtaining an optimal window length for this355

RC, following an identical process as for RC 2. Fig. 7b captured the results of this process.

As was expected from interpretation of Fig. 3c, the optimal window length markedly increased at this

higher choice of component. The point at which the difference between reference and the recirculation

conditions appeared to increase up to approximately L = 250, after which the trend degenerated, likely a360

result of the increased susceptibility to noise of this higher component. It should be noted that this was

similar to the window length of 200 plotted in Fig. 3c, at to be expected considering that RC 9 was chosen on

the basis of this plot. This result suggested some potential of higher RCs for inlet recirculation identification,

but with the requirement of an increased window length. It should be noted that these window lengths were

selected on the basis of TOA = 22% as indicative of the recirculation and it was to be ensured that any365

potential indicator would be capable of detecting the onset of the recirculation at TOA = 26%, such that

the associated drop in compressor pressure ratio indicated in [41] could be avoided.

4.3.2. Study on a potential monitoring system

After the demonstration on how each of the proposed window length and RC choices would behave

with variation in throttle position, thus clearly outlining the options available for a potential monitoring370

system. Two options were established in section 4.3.1. The less computationally demanding window length

of L = 80 or the higher resolution decomposition at L = 250, with each choice made according to a proposed

RC selection of 2 or 9, respectively. In order to enhance understanding of the function of SSA and to outline

the effect of the parameters available to the researcher, RC and L, the RMS values of RCs 1, 2 and 9 were

plotted at both window length options. Fig. 8 compares these RC choices at the optimal window lengths375

obtained in section 4.3.

(a) Using only RC = 1 (b) Using only RC = 2 (c) Using only RC = 9

Figure 8: RMS variation of pressure signals for different TOA measured at ps-imp1, L = 80, 5% < TOA < 50%
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Fig. 8 allows the visualisation of a potential monitoring method to be demonstrated, as well as elucidation

of the effect of parameter choice. Fig. 8a demonstrated the basic capability of SSA. It was clearly seen that

a maximum value of RMS could be derived from stable conditions and the recirculation diagnosed in excess

of this limit. With RC 2 it is possible to detect the recirculation at TOA = 26% by a very strong and clear380

increase in RMS. This signal was also able to give indication of the transition from the inlet recirculation

to subsequent transient instability conditions. This plot clearly indicated that the inlet recirculation was

most prominent at TOA = 22%, providing justification for the choice of this throttle position to calibrate

window length selection in section 4.3.1. At this window length, RC 2 appears to be effectively dedicated to

representation of the inlet recirculation and does not capture any other significant flow characteristic. RC385

9 was not an ideal choice of diagnostic component at this window length. The greater influence of noise on

this higher, lower magnitude component, can clearly be seen, particularly in the region of stable flow. RC 9

fails to give any detection of the recirculation until TOA = 23%, near the point at which this phenomenon

is most prominent. If RC 9 is to be used, a higher window length of must be chosen.

390

Fig. 9 compares the relative values of RMS of RCs 1, 2 and 9 at such a window length, L = 250. As was

expected, RC 9 now produced more promising results. The plots seemed apparently reversed between Figs.

8 and 9, with notable resemblance between Figs. 8a and 9b. RC 9 is now operating at its optimal window

length, and detects the inlet recirculation at TOA = 26%. RC 9 captures the inlet recirculation with greater

clarity than RC 2 at L = 80, with the transient instability and the deep surge influencing the RMS value395

to a lesser extent outwith the region of recirculation. These features continue to be captured by lower RCs,

primarily RC 1, at higher window lengths. RC 2 at L = 250 appeared initially to bear resemblance to RC

9 at L = 80, but in this case RC 2 remained able to capture the recirculation at TOA = 26%. This was a

critical outcome of the study, as it was now apparent that the selection of a higher window length did not

prevent the detection of the inlet recirculation by RC 2, despite the use of this component being non-optimal400

at this L value. In this case it can be confirmed that RC2 is a robust independent component that contains

features characteristic of inlet recirculation.
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(a) Using only RC = 1 (b) Using only RC = 2 (c) Using only RC = 9

Figure 9: RMS variation of pressure signals for different TOA measured at ps-imp1, L = 250, 5% < TOA < 50%

If the increased computational demand was considered, there appeared to be no real justification for

adopting the more refined technique wherein window length was increased and a higher RC selected. This is

because of the wide band of frequencies induced by inlet recirculation. SSA is capable of extracting specific405

frequencies with a suitably high window length. In this case, where the phenomenon can be extracted from

a broad section of the spectrum, it is more efficient to choose a lower, less demanding L value and simply

select RC2, thereby discarding all frequencies below the region of interest, as was seen in the spectral maps

in section 4.2. If, for example, it was desired to purely extract the blade passing frequency, a high window

length would have to be set, and the associated RC identified, but in the case of the inlet recirculation the410

parameters chosen in order to generate the plots in Fig. 8a would be sufficient.

4.4. Advantage of protection & control approach

The classic anti-surge systems impose a 10% − 15% range limitation compared to the predicted surge

margin [49]. The surge limit usually calculated based on theoretical predictions [11, 50]. Hence there is a

lot of uncertainty about the behaviour of such a system, especially with a change of external conditions,415

machine wear or heat transfer effects coming from another elements of the system [51]. The choice of such a

big surge margin allows to compensate potential appearance of additional effects that might affect the surge

limit change.

Presented system is of type ’protection & control’ as described by [9] and in the section 1. It reacts based

on the condition of the machine registered in real-time. Presented isolation of the component containing420

the inlet recirculation allows to get clear warning signal at TOA = 26%, which is 9% prior to the transient

instability and 15% prior to the deep surge. This gives robust information about the surge proximity and

provides much space for potential reaction.

It has to be outlined that the surge margin does not need to also protect the machine from the inlet

recirculation. This phenomenon is not causing critical risk for the system operation and it can continue425
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working by the cost of gradual efficiency loss [19]. Nevertheless, clear inlet recirculation detection allows

one to be aware of the surge proximity. Knowing where the surge is, the machine operator can decrease the

surge margin and let the machine approach it by the range of 3% − 5%. The operator might also decide

to protect the machine from all instabilities including the transient instability and the inlet recirculation in

situations where compression efficiency is more important than the wide working range.430

The practical application of this method, therefore, would depend on the use scenario of the compressor.

In all situations the advantage of the ’protection & control’ approach is clear - decision is made based on the

real indication of much higher accuracy and relevance rather than on theoretical limits. Real-time indication

includes all additional effects of surge limit shifting connected with the machine working conditions, wear,

heat transfer effects etc.435

The efficiency of such a system could be also tested in different impeller speeds to prove its universality.

It is known that the spectral structure of certain instabilities are influenced by this parameter. It has to be

pointed out, however, that recent studies have shown that the inlet recirculation onset point also changes

with the impeller speed and always precedes the surge by a similar distance along the performance curve

[52]. This means that the protection & control systems based on inlet recirculation are indeed reacting prior440

to the surge for a wide range of the speed lines. This matter could addressed to further studies with the

SSA method.

4.5. Advantage of SSA for compressor monitoring

The use of SSA allows one to get the clear indication of surge proximity. Analysis of particular flow

phenomena is a good way to deliver direct information about their appearance. This study has shown that445

the inlet recirculation can be easily isolated from the signal and provide very sharp information regarding

their appearance. This makes the SSA a good candidate for ’protection & control’ anti-surge system. The

other advantage of this method is that it can be easily implemented and quickly calculated based on the

raw signal without application of additional filters. The disadvantage of this method lies in the fact, that

the proper component needs to be chosen for monitoring. Further study should be addressed to see which450

component provides best monitoring possibilities on different machines.

This class of methods is more suitable for anti-surge systems than the CWT. The wavelet analysis is

good for research purpose and provides information on the spectral structure of the flow instability. The use

of this method, however, in surge protection is not widely applied, as it does not provide clear and amplified

indication of instability onset. [28].455

5. Conclusions

The aim of this work was to investigate a potential methodology for centrifugal compressor’s monitoring

to ensure safe working conditions and eventually promote high performance. The potential use of singular

spectrum analysis as a tool for diagnosis of instability in a centrifugal compressor was examined in detail. The
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ability of SSA to decompose a complex signal was represented by parallel plots of the frequency spectra of the460

various components generated by SSA. These components were inspected in order to obtain understanding

of the potential of SSA to extract particular flow features. It was seen that inlet recirculation, an early

indicator of instability preceding surge, could potentially be isolated from the complex signals obtained

upstream of the compressor impeller. Spectral maps were generated, according to a technique present in

existing literature wherein the full signal was analysed to be compared with discomposed fractions of the465

signal obtained by SSA. This suggested a monitor system may be developed based on analysis of a particular

component. The governing parameters of this proposed monitoring system were investigated, namely the

choice of independent RCs and the Window Length, the metric by which the resolution of the decomposition

was determined. It was found that the optimal window length depended on the choice of component.

Two potential combinations of these parameters were investigated in order to enhance understanding of the470

process of decomposition. The function of these options in a potential monitor system were demonstrated

by analysis of their behaviour with variation in throttle position. In the case of inlet recirculation, it was

suggested that a relatively low window length may be adopted and the second component used to identify

inlet recirculation. These parameter choices were able to capture the onset of this instability and, therefore,

could be used to provide the basis of a method by which operation in the region of recirculation could be475

avoided as an early indicator of instability.
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